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Report 4:  ANNUAL REVIEW OF THE AUTHORITY’S CORPORATE DOCUMENTS 
   

1. Purpose of Report 

To update the corporate documents for the National Park Authority to be gender neutral and 
accept the Job Description for Policy Conference Lead Member.    

 

2. Recommendation 

a. To note the agreed action to make the Corporate Documents gender neutral has been 
completed.  

b. To accept the Role Description for Policy Conference Lead Member as set out at 
Appendix 1 to item 4. 

3. Implications 

a. Financial: None 

b. Equalities: The language in our corporate documents has been made gender neutral. 

4. Background 

a. We review our corporate documents annually to incorporate any updates and changes 
required from both LGA guidance and internal procedures, governance and 
management structures. The proposals made within this report update documents to 
align equalities and diversity and our culture of inclusivity, and to reflect the creation of 
the role of Policy Conference Champion. 

5. Proposed Amendments  

a. Please note all corporate documents have been made gender neutral as agreed by 
Authority Members. Copies are available on request. 

b. The role of Policy Conference Lead member has been added to Member Job 
Descriptions, this job description can be found in Appendix 1.  

c. There are no other amendments to corporate documents this year that require member 
approval. 

6. Conclusions 

a. Members are asked to note the changes to the Corporate Documents and accept the 
Role Description for Policy Conference Lead Member in Appendix 1. 

Contact Officer: For further information contact Rosie Thomas, Director of Business Development 
and Monitoring Officer on 01434 611543 or email: rosie.thomas@nnpa.org.uk  
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 Role Description  Appendix 1 

Position: Policy Conference Lead Member  

Policy Conferences Purpose 

Member policy conferences are a key aspect of the Governance of Northumberland National 
Park Authority. Unique within the overall Governance structures, Policy Conferences 
represent the opportunity for members of the Authority to consider key strategic subjects 
which relate to the work of the Authority or the Authority’s overall operational environment. 

As such Policy Conferences represent a key opportunity for members of the Authority to 
undertake some key forward looking discussions, not necessarily related to specific areas of 
operational work or specific policy development. The aim of Policy Conferences is to allow 
members to help shape the work of the Authority beyond assurance, compliance or other 
aspects of governance or approval, and often provides Members with an opportunity for 
shared knowledge and understanding on key policy issues. 

Members Policy Conferences are member led, with members, working with the senior 
executive and as appropriate external partners, defining the areas they wish to cover in 
Policy Conferences. To this end the Authority appoints one of its members as Policy 
Conference lead member. 

Purpose of the Role 

To act as the lead Member for Policy Conferences to ensure that the subjects of Policy 
Conferences are agreed and timetabled in accordance with the corporate meeting 
calendar (2 policy Conferences per annum). 

Key Functions 

• To scan the internal and external environment and canvass members and the 
executive on the subjects to be covered in Policy Conferences. 

• To work with relevant executive officers to prepare supporting materials and 
papers to support Policy Conferences. 

• To identify relevant members or external contributors to help shape and inform the 
content of Policy Conferences. 

• To work closely with officers and members to ensure a positive and long-term 
strategic approach to the planning of the Authority’s Policy Conferences. 

• To ensure that a record is kept of all Policy Conferences and any necessary follow up 
or key outcomes reported to all members of the Authority. 

• To attend any working groups, seminars, meetings or similar as necessary to pursue 
the role of lead members for Policy Conferences. 

• In agreement with the Leadership Team and Chair of the Authority to represent the 
Authority to the media and publicly on matters relating to the subject of or outcome of 
Policy Conferences. 

Link Officer(s) 
Chief Executive  
Any other relevant executive officer as agreed by the Chief Executive. 

Skill / Knowledge Requirement 
Strong Policy experience/understanding 
Research skills 
Partnership working 
Communication Skills 
An interest in and appreciation of the National Park’s wider policy and operating environment 


